Inspired by language competition processes, we present a model of coupled evolution of node and link states. In particular, we focus on the interplay between the use of a language and the preference or attitude of the speakers towards it, which we model, respectively, as a property of the interactions between speakers (a link state) and as a property of the speakers themselves (a node state). Furthermore, we restrict our attention to the case of two socially equivalent languages and to socially inspired network topologies based on a mechanism of triadic closure. As opposed to most of the previous literature, where language extinction is an inevitable outcome of the dynamics, we find a broad range of possible asymptotic configurations, which we classify as: frozen extinction states, frozen coexistence states, and dynamically trapped coexistence states. Moreover, metastable coexistence states with very long survival times and displaying a non-trivial dynamics are found to be abundant. Interestingly, a system size scaling analysis shows, on the one hand, that the probability of language extinction vanishes exponentially for increasing system sizes and, on the other hand, that the time scale of survival of the non-trivial dynamical metastable states increases linearly with the size of the system. Thus, non-trivial dynamical coexistence is the only possible outcome for large enough systems. Finally, we show how this coexistence is characterized by one of the languages becoming clearly predominant while the other one becomes increasingly confined to "ghetto-like" structures: small groups of bilingual speakers arranged in triangles, with a strong preference for the minority language, and using it for their intra-group interactions while they switch to the predominant language for communications with the rest of the population.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective social phenomena have traditionally been studied with models based on node states [1] . While the analysis of dynamics based on link states has received increasing attention in the last decade [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , no attempt has so far been made to combine the two approaches. We address this lack by studying a model where both node and link states are taken into account and characterized by distinct but coupled dynamics. We focus on language competition, a process where both the characteristics of the speakers and the properties of their interactions play a relevant role.
The study of language competition in processes of language contact addresses the dynamics of language use in multilingual social systems due to social interactions. A main goal of the theoretical modeling of these processes is to distinguish between the mechanisms and conditions that lead to the coexistence of different languages and those leading to the extinction of all but one of them. The focus of the field is on language shift in terms of users, rather than changes in the language itself (for an evolutionary approach to the latter see [17, 18] ). As a consequence, language is conceptualized as a discrete property of the speakers [19] . In recent years, a number of contributions lying outside the realm of traditional sociolinguistics have addressed the problem of language competition from alternative perspectives, using tools and methods from statistical physics, nonlinear dynamics, and complex systems science [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Much of this research stems from the seminal work by Abrams and Strogatz [27] about the dynamics of endangered languages. The model proposed by Abrams and Strogatz considers a binary-state society, where individuals can be either speakers of language A or speakers of language B. Thus, by definition, this model can only account for societal bilingualism, i.e., for the coexistence of two different monolingual groups [28] . Subsequent studies, on the contrary, have considered generalizations of the original model accounting for the existence of bilingual individuals [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] 1 . In particular, the AB-model was proposed by Castelló et al [31] based on the works of Wang and Minett [29] . It develops a modification of the original, binary-state Abrams-Strogatz model to account for the case of two non-excluding options by introducing a third, intermediate state (AB) to represent bilingual speakers.
An alternative, more natural way of accounting for bilingual speakers is to consider language as a property of the interactions between individuals [15, 16] . In fact, while traditionally conceptualized as a property of the speaker, the use of a language as a means of communication can be more clearly described as a feature of the relationship between two speakers -a link state-than as an attribute of the speakers themselves -a node state-. In this manner, bilingualism is not anymore an ad-hoc intermediate state, but the natural consequence of individuals using different languages in different interactions. Furthermore, this approach allows for a more nuanced understanding of bilingualism: speakers are not only characterized by being bilinguals or not, but by a certain degree of bilingualism, depending on the share of interactions in each language.
The study of models and dynamics based on link states has received increasing attention from areas of research such as social balance theory [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 39] , community detection [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and network controllability [14] . While these models set a precedent in the use of a link-state perspective, they are not suitable for modeling the dynamics of competing languages: the two link states considered by social balance theory are not equivalent, friendship and enmity playing rather different roles; no dynamics of the link states has been studied in the context of community detection; and only continuous link states have been considered in network controllability problems. More relevant in the context of language competition, two recent contributions have addressed the study of link-state dynamics with binary, equivalent states. On the one hand, Fernández-Gracia et al implemented a majority rule for link states [15] , finding a broad distribution of non-trivial asymptotic configurations characterized by the coexistence of both languages, including both frozen and dynamically trapped configurations. Interestingly, these non-trivial asymptotic configurations are found to be significantly more likely than under the traditional majority rule for node states in the same topologies [40] [41] [42] [43] . On the other hand, Carro et al [16] developed a coevolution model that couples the aforementioned majority rule dynamics of link states with the evolution of the network topology. Depending on the ratio between the probabilities of these two processes, the system is found to evolve towards different absorbing configurations: either a one-component network with all links in the same state -extinction of one of the languages-or a network fragmented in two components with opposite states -survival of both languages in completely segregated communities-.
We focus here on the fact that, while the use of a language can be clearly described as a property of the interactions between speakers -link states-, there are certain features intrinsic to these speakers -node states-which have a relevant influence on the language they choose for their communications. In particular, the attitude of a speaker towards a given language -which determines her willingness to use it-is affected by individual attributes such as her level of competence in that language, her degree of cultural attachment and affinity with the social group using that language, and the strength of her sense of identity or belonging to that group. For simplicity, we consider that all individual properties affecting language choice can be subsumed under the concept of "preference". At the same time, the evolution of the speakers' individual preferences is, in turn, affected by the languages used in their respective social neighborhoods. In this manner, the problem of language competition can be studied from the point of view of the intrinsically coupled evolution of language use and language preference. Ultimately, this change of perspective can be regarded as a shift from a paradigm in which language is considered only as a cultural or identity trait to one in which the tight entanglement with its role as a means of communication is also taken into account.
In order to address this intertwined dynamics of language use -as a means of communicationand language preference -as an attitude towards it-, we propose here a model of coupled evolution of node and link states. In particular, the use of two socially equivalent languages is represented by a binary-state variable associated to the links. In addition, nodes are endowed with a discrete real variable representing their level of preference for one or the other language. The dynamics of link states results from the interplay between, on the one hand, the tendency of speakers to reduce the cognitive effort or cost associated with switching between several languages [44] [45] [46] [47] and, on the other hand, their tendency to use their internally preferred language. Regarding the dynamics of node states, we assume that speakers update their preference towards the language most commonly used in their respective social neighborhoods, i.e., the one most frequently used by their neighbors to communicate between themselves. In this way, node states influence the evolution of link states and vice versa.
In the above described mechanism of evolution of node states we implicitly assume that triangles -sets of three nodes connected with each other-represent actual group relationships, in which each speaker is aware of the interaction between the other two. Thus, we are led to focus on network topologies where triangles are abundant, a topic that has received a great deal of attention throughout the last decade [48] [49] [50] . Interestingly, it has been recently shown that real social networks are characterized by large clustering coefficients and, therefore, contain a large proportion of triangles [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Triadic closure [56] -the principle that individuals tend to make new acquaintances among friends of friends-has been found to be a successful mechanism in reproducing these structural properties. While a number of different implementations of the triadic closure mechanism have been studied in different contexts [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , we focus here on a socially inspired network generation algorithm proposed by Klimek and Thurner [64] , whose results have been validated with data from a well-known massive multiplayer online game [5, [65] [66] [67] . Note, nonetheless, that in order to have a well-defined evolution of speakers' preferences, we introduce a small modification to the algorithm so as to ensure that every node belongs to, at least, one triangle. Finally, note that we focus here on fixed topologies (for studies of coevolving networks see [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] ).
A broad range of possible asymptotic configurations is found, which can be divided into three categories: frozen extinction of one of the languages, frozen coexistence of both languages, and dynamically trapped coexistence of both languages. Furthermore, metastable states with non-trivial dynamics and very long survival times are frequently found. The situations of coexistence (frozen, dynamically trapped, and metastable) are characterized by one of the languages becoming a minority but persisting in the form of "ghetto-like" structures, where predominantly bilingual speakers use it for the interactions among themselves -mostly triangular-but switch to the majority language for communications with the rest of the system -generally non-triangular-. A system size scaling shows, on the one hand, that the probability of extinction of one of the languages vanishes exponentially for increasing system sizes and, on the other hand, that the time scale of survival of the non-trivial dynamical metastable states increases linearly with the size of the system. Thus, non-trivial dynamical coexistence is the only possible outcome for large enough systems.
A detailed presentation of the model is given in Section II, with a particular emphasis on the coupling between the dynamics of link states and the dynamics of node states. The structural constraints imposed by the definition of the model are also described in this section, as well as the particularities of the networks used for the numerical simulations. The different asymptotic configurations of the model, as well as their respective probabilities, are presented in Section III, while in Section IV we study two different time scales characterizing the transient dynamics of the model before reaching these asymptotic configurations. In Section V we investigate the role of bilingual speakers in sustaining the coexistence of both languages. A detailed comparison with the previously proposed AB-model, which also takes into account the existence of bilingual speakers, is addressed in Section VI. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. THE MODEL
Inspired by the aforementioned language competition processes, we consider a population of N speakers and the linguistic interactions between them -any social interaction mediated through language-, represented, respectively, by the nodes and the links of a network. We focus on the competition between two socially equivalent languages, that we label as A and B. On the one hand, each speaker i, with k i neighbors in the network of interactions, is characterized by a certain preference x i for language A (node state), being (1 − x i ) its preference for language B. In particular, we model the preference x i as a discrete variable taking values x i ∈ {0, 1/k i , 2/k i , . . . , 1}, where x i = 1 indicates an absolute or extreme preference for language A and x i = 0 an absolute or extreme preference for language B. On the other hand, each interaction between speakers can take place in one of the two possible languages, being thus each link i-j characterized by a binary variable S ij (link state) taking the value S ij = 1 if the language spoken is A and S ij = 0 if language B is used.
Finally, the states of nodes and links evolve asynchronously, i.e., a single node or link is updated at each time step: with probability p a randomly chosen node is updated, and with the complementary probability (1 − p) a randomly chosen link is updated. Therefore, the probability p sets the relationship between the time scale of evolution of the speakers' preferences and the time scale at which the language used in conversations changes. Note that time is measured in the usual Monte Carlo steps, with N updating events per unit time -whether node or link updates-. While the parameter p does have an effect on how fast the system reaches its asymptotic behavior, the main features of this asymptotic regime seem to be unaffected by it [74] . Thus, we focus here on the particular case of equal probability of node and link updates, i.e., p = 0.5.
Evolution of link states
The dynamics of link states -the language used in the interactions between speakers-results from the interplay between two mechanisms. On the one hand, we assume that there is a cognitive effort or cost associated with the use of several languages [44, 45] , which leads speakers to try to use the same language in all their conversations. As a consequence, the interaction between two given speakers tends to take place in the language most often used by both of them in their conversations with other speakers. In particular, we can define for each link i-j the majority pressure for language A as the fraction of the total number (k i − 1) + (k j − 1) of interactions with other speakers in which language A is used,
where k A i stands for the number of interactions in which speaker i uses language A, and k i for its total number of interactions. On the other hand, speakers tend to use their internally preferred language: the higher their preference for a given language, the more willing they are to enforce its use in their conversations with other speakers. Combining the preferences of both participants in each interaction i-j, we can define the link preference for language A as
where the second case ensures that P ij is well-defined when there is a tie between two speakers with extreme preferences for different languages (x i = 0 and x j = 1, or x i = 1 and x j = 0). This expression for P A ij takes into account the preferences of both nodes, x i and x j , in such a way that it yields the value 1 if both nodes have complete preference for language A, x i = x j = 1, and it yields 0 if both nodes have null preference for it, x i = x j = 0. If one of the nodes is neutral with respect to language A, say x i = 1/2, then the link preference is equal to the other node's preference, x j . Finally, the definition is such that it satisfies the requirement P
reflecting the symmetry between the two languages. A schematic example of the calculation of these two quantities is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that the majority pressure and link preference for language B are, respectively, F
When a link i-j is picked for updating, its new state is chosen according to the following rules: (i) if the sum of the majority pressure and the link preference for language A is larger than the corresponding sum for language B, then language A is chosen; (ii) if, on the contrary, the sum is larger for language B than it is for language A, then language B is chosen; (iii) if there is a tie between both languages, then one of them is chosen at random. Given the aforementioned symmetry between both languages, these rules can be formally written as
(see Fig. 1 for a schematic example of a link update). Note that, if the preferences of all the speakers are fixed as 1/2, then all link preferences are also fixed as 1/2 and we recover the majority rule for link states studied by Fernández-Gracia et al [15] : the state of a link is updated to the state of the majority of its neighboring links. With freely evolving preferences of the speakers, on the contrary, the threshold for a state to be considered a majority is not anymore universal and fixed at 1/2, but becomes local and dynamic: the fraction of neighbors in state B needs to be larger than P A ij for link i-j to change its state to B, while the fraction of neighbors in state A needs to be larger than P B ij = (1 − P A ij ) for it to change its state to A. Finally, note that speakers with extreme preferences (x i = 0 or x i = 1) impose their preferred language in all their conversations, except when they are faced by a speaker with an extreme preference for the other language, when there is an equilibrium between them and the language for their interaction is chosen at random. Thus, we are implicitly assuming that all speakers are able to use both languages, in line with the models previously proposed in the literature.
Evolution of node states
Regarding the dynamics of node states, we assume that speakers update their preferences according to the language that they observe their neighbors use between them -obviously, only those who are also neighbors of each other-. Thus, we implicitly assume that triangles represent actual group relationships, in which each speaker is aware of the interaction between the other two (see [75] for a study on the relationship between communities and triangles). In these terms, the more often the participants of the closer social group of a speaker -her triangular relationships-use a given language to communicate between themselves, the more likely it is that the speaker will update her preference towards that language.
In particular, when a node i is picked for updating, its state x i evolves according to the following probabilities
where T i is the total number of links between neighbors of node i and T A i is the number of those links in state 1, i.e., those in which language A is used (see Fig. 2 for a schematic example of a node update). Note that this evolution is equivalent to a one-dimensional random walk in the discrete-state space
. . , 1} with a bias towards 0 or 1 given by the probabilities in Eq. (4). The fact that the modification of the preference (∆x = 1/k i ) is larger in nodes with fewer links can be motivated by noting that they tend to have fewer triangles and, therefore, each of them has a stronger influence on the node.
A B x i ∈ {0, Figure 2 . Schematic illustration of the evolution of node states. The use of the two competing languages A and B is represented, respectively, by red links and blue links, while the preferences of the speakers are represented by node colors ranging from red to blue through white. Only the links marked as bold are relevant for the particular node update illustrated here.
Network structure
The model presented above imposes a structural constraint on the underlying network topology: in order for the evolution of the speakers' preferences to be well-defined, each of them must be part of, at least, one triangle. In fact, it has been recently shown that real social networks are characterized by an abundance of triangles, related to high values of the clustering coefficient [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . Thus, we consider networks with a large proportion of triangles [48] [49] [50] . In particular, we focus here on a socially inspired network generation algorithm proposed by Klimek and Thurner [64] and based on triadic closure, i.e., on the principle that individuals tend to make new acquaintances among friends of friends. Validated with data from a well-studied massive multiplayer online game [5, [65] [66] [67] , this network generation model involves three different mechanisms: random link formation, triadic closure -link formation between nodes with a common neighbor-, and node replacement -removal of a node with all its links and introduction of a new node with a certain number of links-.
Bearing in mind the structural constraint imposed by our model, and noticing that the node replacement mechanism might lead to some nodes losing all their triangles, we introduce a modification of the algorithm so as to avoid removing all the triangles from any node. Namely, when the removal of a node would lead to some of its neighbors losing all their triangles, these neighbors are arranged in triangles between themselves, or with randomly chosen nodes when necessary. Furthermore, the new node is introduced as a triangle by initially linking it with a random node and one of its neighbors. Finally, we use the same parameter values found by Klimek and Thurner [64] when calibrating their algorithm to the friendship network of the above-mentioned online game: a probability of triadic closure c = 0.58 [being (1 − c) the probability of random link formation] and a probability of node replacement r = 0.12. The degree distribution and the scaling of the average clustering coefficient as a function of the degree are shown in Fig. 3 for the networks obtained in this manner. A fit of the degree distribution to a q-exponential function, P (k) ∝ e q (−bk) with e q (x) = (1 + (1 − q)x)
(1/(1−q)) , leads to a value of q compatible with a purely exponential decay [q = 1.0096, see panel (a)]. Regarding the average clustering coefficient as a function of the degree, a fit to a power-law decay leads to an exponent slightly smaller than one [β = 0.9548, see panel (b)]. Comparing these results with those presented by Klimek and Thurner [64] (with fitting parameters q = 1.1162 and β = 0.693), we conclude that the described modification does not affect the general characteristics of the networks created, but it does have an effect on the specific values of the different scaling exponents. 
III. TRANSIENT DYNAMICS AND ASYMPTOTIC CONFIGURATIONS
By means of numerical simulations, we study the coupled dynamics of node and link states described above. Let us start by introducing three different measures characterizing the state of the system at any given time. Firstly, bearing in mind that we are interested here in the survival of languages regarding their actual use in the interactions between speakers, we can define an order parameter ρ in terms of link states. In particular, we define ρ as the density of nodal interfaces [15, 16] , i.e., the fraction of pairs of connected links -links sharing a node-that are in different states,
where k i is the degree of node i, and k
is the number of A/B-links connected to node i. The order parameter ρ, by definition ρ ∈ [0, 1], is thus a measure of the local order in the system, becoming ρ = 0 when all connected links share the same state and ρ = 1/2 for a random distribution of link states. Note that, defined as such, the order parameter ρ can also be understood as the usual density of active links -fraction of links connecting nodes with different states-in the line-graph of the original network [15, 16, [76] [77] [78] [79] .
Secondly, we introduce the fraction of links in the minority language, m, as an alternative, non-local measure characterizing the system in terms of link states,
Note that the minority language is thereby defined as that which is less used in interactions between speakers -fewer links in the corresponding state-, regardless of the total number of those speakers. In this way, even if a majority of the population uses a certain language in some of their interactions, we will still consider it to be the minority language if only a minority of the total number of interactions actually take place in that language. By definition, m ∈ [0, 1/2].
Finally, we can characterize the system in terms of node states by introducing the average preference of the speakers for the minority language, x M ,
where, as before, the minority language is identified according to the fraction of interactions in which it is used. By definition,
The time evolution of these three measures is presented in Fig. 4 for individual realizations of the model: the order parameter in panel (a), the fraction of links in the minority language in panel (b), and the average preference of the speakers for the minority language in panel (c). All realizations start from a random initial distribution of states for both nodes and links, leading to all three measures starting from 1/2, and they all experience a substantial ordering process in which one of the languages becomes predominant, leading to a large decrease of all three measures. Nevertheless, a variety of asymptotic behaviors can be observed. These behaviors are a direct consequence of the different types of asymptotic configurations reached by the system, which can be classified as:
(i) Frozen extinction states: Absorbing configurations where one of the languages has completely disappeared, all links and nodes sharing the same state, and thus no further change of state is possible in the system. As a result, all the three introduced measures become zero (see black lines in Fig. 4 ).
(ii) Frozen coexistence states: Absorbing configurations where both language still exist but no further change of state is possible in the system. As a result, all our three measures remain constant with non-zero values (see blue lines in Fig. 4 ). Note that these situations of coexistence are characterized by one of the languages becoming a minority but persisting in the form of "ghetto-like" structures, defined as subsets of nodes such that all of them belong to triangles completely included in the subset. A schematic illustration of a simple "ghetto-like" motif composed of a single triangle can be found in Fig. 5a .
(iii) Dynamically trapped coexistence states: Configurations where both languages still exist and the system is forever dynamic, but only a restricted (and usually small) number of changes of state are possible. In particular, only changes that do not modify the density of nodal interfaces are accessible. Bearing in mind that, by definition of the model, these changes are reversible, the system can move back and forth ad infinitum [80, 81] . Depending on the kind of dynamical trap involved, we can identify three types of configurations:
-Configurations based on Blinker links: Both the order parameter and the average preference of the speakers for the minority language remain constant while the fraction of links in the minority language fluctuates around a certain value (see orange lines in Fig. 4) . A schematic illustration of the most simple blinker link motif is presented in Fig. 5b .
-Configurations based on Blinker nodes: Both the order parameter and the fraction of links in the minority language remain constant while the average preference of the speakers for the minority language fluctuates around a certain value (see green lines in Fig. 4) . A schematic illustration of a single blinker node motif can be observed in Fig. 5c .
-Configurations based on both blinker links and blinker nodes: More or less complex combinations of the two previous types, leading to a constant order parameter and a fluctuating fraction of links in the minority language and average preference of the speakers for it.
Note that dynamical traps can only appear at the interface between the frozen, "ghetto-like" structures described above and the rest of the network.
Apart from these asymptotic configurations, we can also observe the presence of long-lived metastable coexistence states. These non-trivial dynamical states are characterized by fluctuating, non-zero values of all the three introduced measures (see red lines in Fig. 4 ). The metastability of these states is based on a variation or weaker version of the "ghetto-like" structures described above, which would now consist of a subset of nodes such that a significantly large fraction of the triangles they belong to are completely included in the subset, i.e., they have a significantly larger number of triangles towards the inside of the subset than towards the outside. Due to finite-size fluctuations, however, the system always ends up falling to one of the previously described asymptotic states.
Once the different types of asymptotic states of the system have been presented, let us now focus on their relative likelihood. In particular, we show in Fig. 6 the fraction of realizations having reached each of the possible asymptotic configurations before the end of the studied time period (t = 10 5 ), as well as the fraction of those still in a metastable state, for different system sizes. While the (frozen) extinction of the minority language is the most likely outcome for small systems (N < 2000), its probability decreases exponentially with system size, thus becoming negligible for large enough systems. Frozen coexistence is clearly predominant for large system sizes inside the studied range (2000 < N ≤ 8000). However, given the linear growth observed in the fraction of dynamically trapped coexistence configurations, the numerical results presented in this figure for limited system sizes are inconclusive regarding the prevalence of frozen or dynamically trapped coexistence in the infinite size limit. Regarding the metastable coexistence states, it should be noted that they are not asymptotic states, and thus the system will eventually end up falling to any of the other frozen or dynamically trapped configurations. The fact that the fraction of metastable realizations at a given time grows linearly with the system size, suggests that the time scale in which the system is able to leave those metastable states also grows linearly with N , a point that will be discussed further in the next section.
IV. TIME SCALES OF EXTINCTION AND METASTABLE COEXISTENCE
Due to the diversity of possible asymptotic configurations described in the previous section, different time scales can be defined to characterize the dynamics of the system. In particular, we focus here on two time scales: the characteristic time of extinction of one of the languages and the characteristic duration or survival time of the metastable states. While in the first case we focus on realizations reaching the frozen extinction state over the time period under study, in the second case we consider all realizations leaving the metastable coexistence state over that time period, regardless of the particular asymptotic state they reach.
Let us start by considering the time evolution of the probability of coexistence of both languages P c (t), i.e., the fraction of realizations not having reached a frozen extinction configuration by time t, depicted in Fig. 7 for different system sizes. Coherent with the results presented above in Fig. 6 , the coexistence probability becomes closer and closer to one, for any time, as the system size becomes larger and larger. For small systems, on the contrary, the probability of both languages coexisting shows a large decrease around a certain characteristic time, which grows with system size, before asymptotically reaching a plateau. Note, nevertheless, that this plateau is not reached as long as there are metastable realizations able to reach the frozen extinction configuration.
As we can observe in Fig. 7 , most extinction events take place around a certain characteristic time. For instance, for the system size N = 1000, 90% of all extinction events observed in the interval t ∈ [0, 10 5 ] take place between t = 200 and t = 2000. However, for a non-negligible fraction of realizations the extinction of one of the languages happens at significantly longer times, and thus the coexistence probability keeps on slowly decreasing instead of quickly reaching a plateau. In order to further analyze this behavior, we present in Fig. 8 the probability distribution of extinction times p e (t) for the system size N = 1000, where, according to the results presented in Fig. 6 , extinction is predominant. Note that this distribution is related to the coexistence probability by
In this way, we see that extinction times are broadly distributed and that the decay of their probability for long times seems to be compatible with a power law p e (t) ∼ t −α with exponent α ∼ 0.5. Being the exponent smaller than one, the mean of the distribution diverges, and thus there is no well-defined characteristic time scale for the extinction events. As a consequence, even if the extinction of one of the languages is predominant for small system sizes, there are, at all time scales, realizations where both languages are still coexisting. A further characterization of the behavior of the model is given by the time scale at which the system is able to escape from the metastable coexistence states, i.e., the characteristic survival time of these non-trivial dynamical states before the dynamics of the system becomes locked in any frozen or dynamically trapped configuration. In order to study this, let us first introduce the survival probability of the metastable states P s (t), defined as the fraction of realizations not having reached any frozen or dynamically trapped state by time t. Our results for this probability are presented in Fig. 9 , on a log-log scale, for different system sizes. Comparing Figs. 7 and 9 we can observe that, similarly to the coexistence probability, surviving realizations are more and more likely, for any point in time, for larger and larger systems. On the contrary, the survival probability of the metastable states does not asymptotically approach any plateau, as it was the case for the coexistence probability. This is coherent with the fact that, by definition, all metastable realizations eventually end up being frozen or dynamically trapped. ↑ N Figure 9 . Time evolution of the survival probability of the metastable states (fraction of realizations not having reached any frozen or dynamically trapped state by time t) on a log-log scale and for different system sizes, namely N = 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000. A total of 10000 realizations were used, with different networks and different initial conditions.
Even if the survival probability of the metastable states appears to be fat-tailed in the log-log scale of Fig. 9 , a closer look at the same results presented on a semilogarithmic scale in Fig. 10 shows that any fat-tailed behavior is interrupted by an exponential decay occurring after a long cutoff time. This final exponential decay allows for both the mean and the fluctuations of the distribution of survival times of the metastable states to be well-defined, and thus the mean can play the role of a characteristic duration or survival time of these metastable states τ s before the system reaches a frozen or dynamically trapped configuration.
The characteristic survival time of the metastable states τ s can be directly computed from their survival probability P s (t) as
However, given that a non-negligible number of realizations in our sample stay in a metastable state for the whole period under study -particularly for large system sizes-, we cannot simply discard the queue of the distribution and numerically compute the mean using only the observed survival times. On the contrary, we need to take the queue of the distribution into account, which we can do by fitting the final exponential decay uncovered above in Fig. 10 . In particular, if we assume that the survival probability of the metastable states takes the functional form
from a certain cutoff time t * , where b and t * are fitting parameters, then we can divide the integral in Eq. 9 into two terms, Figure 10 . Time evolution of the survival probability of the metastable states (fraction of realizations not having reached any frozen or dynamically trapped state by time t) on a semilogarithmic scale and for different system sizes, namely N = 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000. An exponential decay with the slope obtained by fitting the data for N = 1000 is also shown as a guide to the eye (thin solid gray line). A total of 10000 realizations were used, with different networks and different initial conditions.
Finally, performing the integral in the last term, we find an expression for the characteristic survival time of the metastable states as a sum of two contributions,
the first of which can be numerically computed as the average of the survival times of the realizations reaching a frozen or dynamically trapped state before t * . Regarding the second contribution, it can be computed by an exponential fit to the results presented in Fig. 10 for t ≥ t * .
Results for the scaling with system size of the characteristic survival time of the metastable states are presented in Fig. 11 , showing a linear relationship between both quantities. Thus, for increasing system sizes, realizations survive for longer and longer times in a metastable state before falling to a frozen or dynamically trapped configuration. Moreover, in the infinite size limit, the system is unable to escape from the metastable states in any finite time. Figure 11 . Scaling with system size of the characteristic survival time of the metastable states. A total of 10000 realizations were used, with different networks and different initial conditions.
V. USE OF THE MINORITY LANGUAGE
Once we have identified the different types of configurations associated with the coexistence of both languages, and studied their probabilities and typical time scales, let us now turn our attention to the extent of this coexistence. In particular, bearing in mind that the situations of coexistence are characterized by one of the languages becoming a clear minority (see Section III), we focus here on two measures quantifying the use of this minority language: the number of speakers who use only this language (minority language monolingual speakers, N M ) and the number of those who use both languages (bilingual speakers, N AB ). In order to consider only very long-lived metastable states, apart from frozen and dynamically trapped coexistence configurations, we focus on the last point of the time period under study, t = 10 5 , and we average only over realizations where both languages are still coexisting (which we note by · c ). Results for the dependence of these two quantities on system size are presented in Fig. 12 , measured as fractions of the total number of speakers in the main plot and as absolute numbers in the inset. Scaling with system size of the fractions of minority-language monolingual and bilingual speakers at the last point of the time period under study, t = 10 5 , averaged over coexisting realizations. Inset: Scaling with system size of the absolute number of minority-language monolingual and bilingual speakers at the last point of the time period under study, t = 10 5 , averaged over coexisting realizations.
A first observation is that the state of coexistence is predominantly sustained by bilingual speakers, both their fraction and their absolute number being significantly larger that those corresponding to monolingual speakers of the minority language for any system size. Secondly, while both fractions of minority-language speakers are shown to be decreasing functions of the system size for small systems, they appear to be reaching a plateau for large systems. On the one hand, bearing in mind that averages are computed over coexisting realizations -rare for small systems, predominant for large ones-, this suggests that there is a minimum size of the structures sustaining the use of the minority language. In this way, the smaller the size of the system, the less likely these minimal structures are to appear, but the larger the fraction of the system they represent whenever they actually appear. On the other hand, the asymptotic tendency of both fractions towards a plateau suggests a linear growth with system size of the absolute number of both monolingual and bilingual speakers of the minority language for large systems, which is confirmed in the inset. Finally, the substantially faster growth of the absolute number of bilingual speakers with system size, as compared to minority-language monolinguals, underlines again the importance of bilinguals in sustaining the use of the minority language: bilingualism becomes more and more prevalent among speakers of the minority language for growing systems.
VI. COMPARISON WITH THE AB-MODEL
Given the non-standard topology used for our numerical simulations, imposed by the structural constraints of the model -namely, an abundance of triangles-, we present here, for comparison, numerical results for the AB-model in the same networks. Let us first briefly recall the main features of this model, in which language use is considered to be a state of the agents. As outlined in Section I, the AB-model was proposed by Castelló et al [31] based on the works of Wang and Minett [29] , and it develops a modification of the original, binary-state Abrams-Strogatz model to account for the case of two non-excluding options by introducing a third, intermediate state. Thus, agents can be in one of the following states: A (monolingual speaker of language A), B (monolingual speaker of language B), or AB (bilingual speaker). Starting from a random initial distribution of states, an agent is randomly chosen at each iteration and its state is updated according to the following probabilities,
where σ A , σ B and σ AB are, respectively, the fractions of neighbors of the chosen agent in state A, B and AB (note that σ A + σ B + σ AB = 1). That is, monolingual speakers of A (B) become bilinguals with a probability proportional to the local fraction of monolingual speakers of B (A), while bilinguals become monolingual speakers of A (B) with a probability proportional to the local fraction of speakers of A (B), which includes both monolingual and bilingual speakers.
Frozen coexistence configurations and dynamically trapped states are not possible in the AB-model, which has, by definition, a single absorbing state: the extinction of one of the languages. Therefore, the order parameter ρ AB , defined now as the density of link interfaces -fraction of links connecting nodes with different states-, is enough to characterize the time evolution of individual realizations, some of which are shown in Fig. 13 . While this parameter ρ AB is different from the order parameter ρ used above to characterize our model, both of them are measures of the local order of the system. Note that, due to the existence of three different states, all realization start from ρ AB = 2/3, corresponding to a random initial distribution of states. Similarly to our model, all the realizations go through a substantial ordering process in which one of the languages becomes predominant. In contrast to our model, however, this ordering process takes place around an order of magnitude before (t ∼ 10 2 as opposed to t ∼ 10 3 ) and it very quickly leads to the complete extinction of one of the languages, all nodes sharing the same state, whether A or B monolingual. Furthermore, only very few realizations are observed to last noticeably longer than the rest of them (t ∼ 600), suggesting that there are no long-lived metastable coexistence states (compare with Fig. 4) .
Given that the only asymptotic state of the AB-model is the frozen extinction of one of the languages, the survival of a non-trivial dynamics -not having reached any frozen or dynamically trapped stateand the coexistence of both languages -not having reached the frozen extinction state-are equivalent, and so are their respective probabilities, P s and P c . Results for the time evolution of the survival (or coexistence) probability P s (t) are presented in Fig. 14 for different system sizes. As we can observe, after a very short transient (lasting until t ∼ 30), the likelihood of an active state where both languages coexist quickly falls to zero, with no fat-tailed behavior. Furthermore, this decrease seems to be almost independent of system size. Both features are in agreement with the results reported for the AB-model in random networks without communities [32, 34] . They are, however, in sharp contrast with the results corresponding to our model, presented above in Figs. 7 and 9.
The probability distribution of extinction (or survival) times p e (t) is shown in Fig. 15 for a system size N = 8000. As opposed to the results presented in Fig. 8 for our model, the extinction times of the ABmodel are very closely distributed around the peak, i.e., almost no realization is found to last significantly longer than the rest of them -suggesting the absence of long-lived metastable states-. Therefore, the mean of the distribution is well-defined and it can be used as a characteristic extinction time scale. In contrast with the method used to analyze our model, where a non-negligible number of realizations survived in a non-trivial dynamical state for the whole period of time under study (see Section IV), we can here numerically compute the mean of the distribution from our sample of realizations, given that all their survival times are smaller that the studied time period. The dependence of this characteristic extinction time τ e on system size is also depicted in Fig. 15 as an inset. In particular, τ e is found to be a logarithmic function of the system size, to be compared with the linear relationship found for our model and shown in Fig. 11 . This result is coherent with the previous observation regarding the small influence of system size on the survival probability.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a prototype model of coupled evolution of node and link states. In particular, we implemented a language competition model where both the use and the preference for a given language are included, with different but coupled dynamics. We proposed to consider the use of a language as a property of the interactions between speakers -a link state-and the preference or attitude of the speakers towards it as a property of the speakers themselves -a node state-. Furthermore, we focused on the case of two socially equivalent languages and performed numerical simulations on socially inspired network topologies based on a mechanism of triadic closure. As opposed to most of the previously proposed models, where the extinction of one of the languages is an inevitable outcome of the dynamics, we found a broad range of possible asymptotic configurations, which can be classified as: frozen extinction states, frozen coexistence states, and dynamically trapped coexistence states. Furthermore, metastable coexistence states with nontrivial dynamics were found to be abundant and with very long survival times. By means of a system size scaling, we showed that the probability of extinction of one of the languages decreases exponentially with system size, therefore becoming negligible for large enough systems. Moreover, we showed that, even for small systems, extinction times are so broadly distributed that coexisting realizations can be found at all time scales. Regarding the metastable coexistence states, we showed that their characteristic survival time before the system reaches any frozen or dynamically trapped configuration scales linearly with system size. Thus, in the infinite size limit, all realizations will be found to be in a non-trivial dynamical coexistence state for any finite time. Finally, we showed that bilingualism becomes more prevalent among speakers of the minority language the larger the size of the system.
The dynamics of the system being characterized by the fast emergence of a predominant language, we found that, as the use of the minority language decreases, it becomes increasingly confined to the more intimate social spheres or group interactions -triangular relationships-. In particular, the situations of coexistence (frozen, dynamically trapped, and metastable) were found to be based on the existence of "ghetto-like" structures, where predominantly bilingual speakers use the minority language for the interactions among themselves -mostly triangular-while they switch to the majority language for communications with the rest of the population -mostly non-triangular-. In this way, bilingual speakers with a strong preference for the minority language, and using it for their close group interactions, are found to play an essential role in its survival. Our results highlight the importance of the network topology for determining the possibility of coexistence of two competing languages. However, as opposed to previous studies, we find that group interactions -in the form of triangles-can play a more relevant role than simple one to one interactions.
A natural extension of the model presented here would be to consider a coevolving or dynamic topology [16] , allowing to capture phenomena such as births, deaths, migration, and the evolution of social ties. The robustness of the above-described "ghetto-like" structures could, in this way, be studied for different rewiring rules. A different way of exploring this robustness would be to consider the effect of a certain type noise affecting the decisions of the speakers [82, 83] .
The ideas and methods presented here to study language competition processes can also be useful in different contexts. Indeed, the idea of a coevolution of node and link states is very general and could be applied whenever there is a relevant property associated to the interactions between agents or nodes and this property is characterized by a dynamics of its own, which is not completely determined by the states of the agents and their particular dynamics. Examples range from friendship-enmity relationships and trust to the coupled dynamics of trade and economic growth [84] . Finally, the importance of triangular structures both in the definition and in the results of the model presented here calls for a generalization of the concept of network beyond the traditional dyadic interactions, in order to take into account also group interactions of higher order (triadic, tetradic, etc) [85] .
